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Superfoods for better sleep & relaxation
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 Let’s Fix That.
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    NoonBrew Intro Bundle
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  (222 reviews)



  	Try our Superfood Tea & Honey
	Provides calm focus with no crash
	Perfect coffee & energy drink alternative
	Save 30% when buying as a bundle




Add To Cart- $65.00(Free Shipping & 3-5 Day Delivery)


          

        


      
        

      
      
    

     60 Day 100% Moneyback Guarantee
    

  






      
        










        
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                      
                        Get $5 Off With Code: SAVE5
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                      1328 reviews

                      
                      
                    
                  

                  

                      
                        
                        
                          The best alternative to melatonin and sleeping pills that combines magnesium, superfoods, and adaptogens to help you fall asleep, stay asleep, and wake up feeling refreshed.*
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                    NoonBrew Superfood Tea
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                        2,253 reviews

                      
                    

                    

                        
                        
                          The only tea designed for the afternoons. We combined organic oolong tea with 19 superfoods that help with natural energy, focus, digestion, and deep sleep - without the crash or jitters.* 
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      Reviews from 120,000+ Customers
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            "My favorite sleep tea"
            
            
            "I've been drinking MoonBrew before bed for over 6 months and it's completely gotten me off of Melatonin! I absolutely love the taste and how it makes me feel in the mornings."
            
            
            
              -Natassia M.Verified Buyer
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            "Delicious and thirst quenching"
            
            
            "Not only did it not interfere with my sleep but it improved my focus, mental clarity and gave me a smooth and calm energy. I am now a happy and satisfied customer for life."
            
            
            
              -Carole S.Verified Buyer
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            "Obsessed is an understatement"
            
            
            “This is my third order of MoonBrew. I drink it every night and it helps me get to sleep and stay asleep. Yes, I sometimes still wake up during the night, but I am able to get right back to sleep and feel rested in the morning!”
            
            
            
              -Irene A.Verified Buyer
            

            
          

        

      


  













  
    
      
        
          Our Superfoods are great if...

        
         
        
          
            	You want to feel more focused and productive
	You don’t have the same energy levels you used to
	You want a natural way to improve your sleep
	You feel jittery or wired after drinking coffee
	You want to feel more focused and productive


          

        
        
        
          Shop All
        
        
        (60 Day - 100% Money Back Guarantee)
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      Meet Andrew & Allan

      
      
      A Note From The Founders

      
    

    
    
    
    	For as long as we can remember, we ran into the same daily problem - the afternoon slump.


We’d normally just drink another cup of coffee to get through it, but the 2nd cup just wasn’t the same. It’d give us a temporary boost of energy, but would leave us anxious, jittery, and overtime started to negatively impact our sleep at night.


That’s when the idea of NoonBrew came about. We loved a refreshing iced tea and thought, “what if we combined tea with different superfoods, mushrooms, and adaptogens all designed to help us beat the 2pm wall?”


Allan’s background is in herbal medicine and he immediately got to work trying to blend the perfect ingredients for clean energy, calm focus, and digestion support.


After hundreds of test batches, he finally found the winning combination:


	
Ashwagandha, Maca, and L-Theanine for focus, mood-support, and better deep sleep at night
	
Ginger, Turmeric, and Ginseng for a healthier digestion and faster metabolism
	A mushroom blend of Chaga, Cordyceps, Reishi, and Lion’s Mane for energy, stamina, and overall immunity
	
Organic Oolong Tea which contains some of the highest polyphenols and antioxidants of any tea



What started as a personal project to help us beat the afternoon slump is now enjoyed by thousands of people every day. We're happy you're here to share this journey with us, and we hope you'll love NoonBrew as much as we do.
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            Andrew & Allan
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  Frequently Asked Questions
We offer a 60-day, full money back guarantee. If you’re not satisfied, just email us at hi@noonbrew.co and we’ll take care of you.

      

            
              Will NoonBrew impact my sleep?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              We designed NoonBrew to not only give you energy, but also promote deeper sleep cycles. We added L-Theanine and Lemon Balm which both have been shown to improve sleep at night while providing calm and soothing effects during the day.
            

          


            
              Is there caffeine or melatonin in MoonBrew?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              No, there is no caffeine or melatonin within MoonBrew. We chose not to include melatonin so that you are able to drink MoonBrew nightly.
            

          


            
              What are the benefits of NoonBrew?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              NoonBrew contains all natural adaptogens, mood-enhancing superfoods, and organic oolong tea. Our blend of 19 superfoods and functional mushrooms is designed to enhance focus, increase natural energy, and boost digestion post-lunch.
            

          


            
              What are the benefits of MoonBrew?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              MoonBrew contains an all star roster of superfoods & adaptogens all designed to help you feel calm before bed, sleep better, increase your REM cycles, and wake up refreshed. It was developed in part by one of the top acupuncturists in San Francisco and uses a blend of Traditional Chinese Medicine that you won’t find in any other night time tea.
            

          


            
              How much caffeine is in NoonBrew?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              NoonBrew has around 30mg of caffeine from the Oolong & White tea which is ~1/3 the amount in coffee. It's balanced out by L-Theanine and Lemon Balm though so you don't feel the same "jittery" or "wired" feeling that's common after drinking coffee.
            

          


            
              How does NoonBrew taste?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              You know that classic iced tea taste? NoonBrew tastes exactly like that with a golden hue from the turmeric. It’s packed with 19 superfoods, adaptogens, and mushrooms, but refreshing enough for any occasion that needs an extra zing.
            

          


            
              How does MoonBrew taste?
              
      
      
    
              
      
    
            

            
              MoonBrew has a light, subtle, and floral Rose flavored taste. It is not bitter by any means and there should be no sediments at the bottom of your mug when you are done drinking
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                Conquer the Day

                        Sign up here to receive updates on exclusive deals, free samples, new launches, recipes, and more.

                      

                    
                    


              

                Get In Touch

    
                      	
                            Email Us
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                  Terms of Service
                
	
                  Privacy Policy
                
	
                  Return Policy
                



          
          
            *These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat or prevent any disease.

*Magtein® is protected under a family of US patents, pending patents, and is protected worldwide. Magtein® is a trademark of Magceutics®, Inc. and is distributed exclusively by AIDP, Inc.
          

            
              Copyright © - All rights reserved Ritual Blends Inc 2023
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            Never run out
         

           
      
        
          Forget about reordering. We’ll make sure you stay stocked with your favorites.    
        
           
      
    

    
      
        
          






        
      
      
                       
         
           Flexible options
         

           
       
         
           Select the products and delivery schedule that work for you, and edit at any time.           
         
                                     
      
    

    
      
        
          




        
      
      
                       
         
           Cancel anytime
         

          
                       
         
           You can easily cancel your subscription anytime. (Not that you’ll want to!)        
         
                                        
      
    
      
  
Manage subscription

    
    
    
    
    


    

          
    
          
    

  























